
Mapleton Elementary Chinese Program(Kindergarten &1
st
 grade) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Greetings  
I will be able to  
--say hello, thank you and good-bye.  
-- introduce myself.  
-- answer how I am feeling.  
-- identify the flag of China.  
-- understand the story of Chang E 
and her flight to the moon.  
-- sing hello song.  
-- sing what is your name in Chinese.   
(Ni Jiao Shenme Mingzi).  
 
Numbers 
I will be able to:  
-- recognize and count from one to 
twenty. 
-- sing the number song: Where is my 
friend?  
-- say from Monday to Sunday in 
Chinese. 
 
Family  
I will be able to:  

-- name my immediate family 

members.  

-- form simple sentences to say I love 

my family members.  

-- say how many people are in my 

family.  

-- Sing the song of family members. 

 
Body Parts 
I will be able to:  

-- name the parts of the body  

-- sing the song: Head, Shoulders, 

Knees and Toes in Chinese.  

-- sing the song: Two tigers in 

Chinese.  
 
Zodiac animals and New Year 
I will be able to:  
 
 

-- recount the story about the zodiac 
animals and 12 zodiac..  
-- use vocabulary related to the New 
Year, lantern in Chinese and lucky 
money in Chinese.  
-- demonstrate an understanding of 
customs and traditions related to the 
New Year.  
-- say 'Happy Chinese New Year' 
(Xin Nian Kuai Le) in Chinese. 
-- sing Happy New Year song in 
Chinese.  
 
Four Seasons  
I will be able to:  

-- name the four seasons  

-- read the weather related words 

-- match the pictures with the seasons 

and the weathers related words. 

-- sing a song about seasons in 

Chinese. 

 

Colors 

I will be able to:  

-- name the primary colors.  

-- identify the colors of panda.  

-- sing a song about rainbows in 

Chinese. 

 

Fruits 

I will be able to:  

-- name and identify fruits.  

-- express my likes and dislikes of 

different fruits.  

 

Food 

I will be able to:  

-- name some basic Chinese foods.  

-- express likes/dislikes for foods. 

-- use chopsticks.  

 

 


